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Introduction
General Comment
The January 2011 exam paper appeared accessible to the vast majority of candidates, demonstrated
by many relevant and detailed answers. The paper also differentiated effectively between the quality
of responses. The mean score continued to rise as candidates become more familiar with the new
syllabus.
The mean score has increased since last year.

Section A: supported multiple choice questions
Most candidates find this method of testing highly accessible. The mean score for the supported
multiple choice questions has increased. The quality of responses varied enormously and a relatively
high proportion achieved high marks of 26 or more. The best answered questions were Q1 (positive
/ normative statements) and Q2 (opportunity cost and the production possibility frontier); the most
challenging questions were Q4 (price elasticity of demand) and Q7 (government intervention in
healthcare).
The key to success involves defining the main economic concept in the question (usually awarded
1 mark - but it can be up to 2 marks for two relevant concepts) and applying appropriate economic
theory and analysis (usually awarded up to 2 marks).
Annotation of the diagrams provided in any question is a good strategy, for example, Q2, and Q3. In
a similar vein, Q4 and Q7 also offered scope for candidates to introduce diagrammatic analysis as a
means of demonstrating their knowledge and application of the issues at hand.
Some candidates attempted to gain marks by eliminating incorrect options. Up to three marks are
available for successfully eliminating three incorrect options (providing that separate reasons are
offered). However, mixed success was achieved here. It requires candidates to explicitly state the
option key being rejected and then to offer an appropriate explanation. Several examples of how to
successfully eliminate incorrect options are provided in the report. A certain skill is required for this
and it is important to practise the technique.
Note, it is perfectly acceptable to use a combination of techniques for securing the three explanation
marks, for example, explaining the correct answer, diagrammatic analysis and eliminating one or more
incorrect answers.

Section B: data response questions
Question 9 (The Price of sugar) was more popular than Q10 (The National Minimum Wage) to a ratio of
2.5 to 1. However, the mean scores for each question were very similar.
The reduction in the number of sub-questions in each data response question from 6 to 5 enabled
most candidates to complete the paper in the time provided. The standardisation of evaluation marks
in the questions also provided a useful guide for candidates and teachers when preparing for the
exam.
Each data response question has a substantial weighting for evaluation marks (16 out of 48 marks).
Consequently, it is important that candidates make evaluative comments when instructed by the
question.
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The 'Quality of Written Communication' Questions offered plenty of scope for candidates to develop
their answers into a structured and coherent argument.

Question 1
This was a gentle introduction to the exam with candidates required to distinguish between positive
and normative economic statements, making some reference to the information provided. Almost twothirds of all candidates achieved full marks.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks
Correct option C (1 mark)
Candidate explains the meaning of positive and normative statements (1+1 marks). Application to the
information provided - statement 2 is a value judgement due to word ‘fair’(1 mark).
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Examiner Tip
Be prepared to define key concepts in the question. Up to 2 marks may be
available for two definitions.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks
Correct option C (1 mark)
Outline of positive and normative statements (1+1
marks) but no application.

Examiner Tip
Make use of the information provided in
order to gain application mark(s).
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Question 2
This question covered familiar ground and almost half of all candidates achieved full marks. However,
a significant number of responses selected incorrect option C.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option B (1 mark).
The production possibility frontier and opportunity cost are defined (1+1 marks).
The data is used to explain why opportunity cost is 30 capital goods (90 - 60)
without simply repeating the correct key (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Add value to your answer rather than just
repeat the statement in the question.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option B (1 mark).
Definition of opportunity cost (1 mark) and application to the
data provided to explain answer (90 - 60 = 30) (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Identify key economic concepts and then define them since quite often,
1+1 marks are available.
An alternative approach is to reject an option, for example, option A is
incorrect since this is the opportunity cost of producing 60 capital goods.
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Question 3
This question was a bit more challenging since it combined the economic concepts of a specific tax
with consumer surplus in a diagram. Just over one-third of candidates achieved full marks.
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Examiner Comments
Correct option D = (1 mark)
Definiton of consumer surplus = (1 mark)Original consumer surplus = ZPeX
= (1 mark)New consumer surplus P1YZ = (1 mark)
Rejection of option B (producer surplus falls from PeTX to P1RY so B false)
= 1 markNB: Maximum of 3 explanation marks available
Total = 4 marks

Examiner Tip
Always state the option key when explaining why a particular
answer is incorrect. This candidate has done it to good effect.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option D (1 mark).
Definition of consumer surplus (1 mark) and reference made to the new
level of consumer surplus in the diagram (1 mark).
To gain another mark the candidate could have identified the original
consumer surplus area (PeXZ) or the loss of consumer surplus (PeXYP1).

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to annotate diagrams provided in questions but make sure
they are properly labelled. In this case the mark is secured by referring
to the area of new consumer surplus in the text.
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Question 4
This was the most challenging multiple choice question on the paper and only one-fifth achieved full
marks. Many candidates selected incorrect option A.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option C (1 mark).
Definition of price elasticity of demand (1 mark) followed by relevant numerical
application to a diagram (2 marks). The figures are made up here but it does
show how total revenue falls as price is decreased when demand is inelastic.

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to offer diagrammatic analysis when relevant. It is
probably the best way of securing explanation marks
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option C (1 mark).
Definition (formulae) for total revenue and price elasticity of demand (1+1 marks).

Examiner Tip
When uncertain of how to explain the correct answer, consider explaining
why other options are incorrect.
Option B is quite straightforward to reject (an excess demand for bananas
would increase price rather than reduce price as shown in the graph).
Option D is also easy to reject (falling prices will reduce incentives to
produce bananas since revenue and profits are likely to decrease)
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Question 5
This was a familiar question involving calculation of income elasticity of demand. Over half of all
candidates achieved full marks.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieves 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option D (1 mark).
Formula for income elasticity of demand (1 mark) and correct workings
with minus signs in place (2 marks).

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to comment on the outcome, namely that demand
is income elastic, as this is often awarded with a mark. In this
example the candidate achieves full marks anyway.
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Question 6
More than half of all candidates achieved full marks. However, a significant number selected incorrect
option A, confusing complementary and substitute goods.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option C (1 mark).
Definition of cross elasticity of demand (1 mark) and that a
positive relationship means the goods are substitutes (1 mark).
Rejection of option A since complemenatry goods have a
negative cross elasticity of demand (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to apply properly, for
example, ‘an increase in the price of rail
travel will lead to an increase in demand
for private car use’. Fortunately, the
candidate achieves full marks through
different means.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option C (1 mark).
Identification that a positive cross elasticity of demand mean the goods are
substitutes (1 mark) and direct application (if petrol prices increase the demand
for rail travel increases) (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Define key terms or show the formula. An easy
1 mark was missed in this response.
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Question 7
Candidates tend to find market failure questions quite challenging and only one-fifth achieved full
marks here. a common theme was to confuse the provision of healthcare with public goods and so
misdirect the explanation.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option A (1 mark).
Definition of market failure (1 mark) and recognition that
healthcare is under-consumed in the free market (1 mark).
Sound diagrammatic analysis revealing the positive
externalities involved in healthcare (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to offer diagrammatic
analysis when relevant to the answer.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option A (1 mark).
Definition of market failure (1 mark) and reference to healthcare being under-consumed and
so requiring state provision (1 mark).
The answer requires further development, for example, explanation of the external benefits
associated with healthcare such as increased productivity and reduced spread of diseases.

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to develop answers, especially
when they are very brief.
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Question 8
Just one-fifth of candidates achieved full marks on this market failure question. A common error was
to misread the question confusing 'reduced mobility' with 'mobility' of labour. Consequently, incorrect
option C was a fairly popular choice.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option B (1 mark).
Definition of geographical mobility of labour (1 mark) and
explanation that high house prices diminish the ability of the
workforce to move location (1 mark).
Rejection of option A since the skill level of the workforce
revolves around the idea of occupational mobility of labour
(1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to reject an incorrect option
when dealing with unusual market failure
questions.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option B (1 mark).
Explanation of geographical mobility of labour (1 mark) and explicit recognition
that high house prices make housing less affordable in some areas (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Further application is required, for example, house prices are much higher
in London than elsewhere and so making it difficult for people from outside
to move here to take available work.
Be prepared to reject an option when dealing with awkward market failure
questions. For example, option C is incorrect since relocation grants for
key workers such as doctors, teachers and nurses will reduce the cost of
moving house and so increase the geographical mobility of labour.
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Question 9(a)
This question differentiated effectively between the quality of responses. As usual, many candidates
struggled to understand and apply the determinants of price elasticity of supply from the information
provided in Extract 1. A significant number of responses incorrectly focused on determinants of price
elasticity of demand or factors which shift the supply curve rather than move along it. However, there
were many excellent answers and almost one-quarter of candidates achieved full marks.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Definition of price elasticity of supply (1 mark) followed by
idea that supply is inelastic in short run due to time required
to grow crop (1 mark). Idea that all factor inputs become
variable in the long run and that more land can be cleared to
grow sugar, becoming more elastic (1+1 marks). Overall,
a simple yet sophisticated answer.

Examiner Tip
Split the answer into the short run and
long run and then comment on each.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Definition of price elasticity of supply (1 mark) followed by idea of supply being
inelastic in the short run due to time lags but more elastic in the long run (1+1 marks).

Examiner Tip
Extend the answer, for example, explain why supply could become more
elastic in the long run, perhaps due to new entrants attracted by the high
price of sugar or further clearing of land in the rain forest to grow sugar.
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Question 9(b)
This was well answered and almost half of candidates achieved full marks. It required careful reading
of the information provided and its application through the use of a supply and demand diagram. The
major reason for not achieving full marks was a failure to shift both the demand and supply curves.

Examiner Tip
Always show original and new equilibrium
positions in diagrams - as in this case.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 6 out of 6 marks.
Explicit data reference to Figure 1 (price of sugar rose from 20 cents to almost 50 cents) (1 mark).
Diagram with correct shifts in demand and supply curves and original and new equilibrium price (4 marks).
Explanation of why supply decreases (for example, heavy rain) and demand increases (cash rich
speculators purchasing sugar stocks) (1+1 marks).
Note that a maximum of 6 marks are available here.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 6 marks.
Diagram depicting original equilbrium price and an inward shift in the
supply curve (2 marks) followed by reason for the shift (bad weather
damaged harvest) (1 mark).
Explicit reference to Figure 1 which depicts an increase in price of sugar
from 20 cents to around 50 cents (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Read the extract information carefully
since it is clear that speculative
demand has also caused an increase in
price of sugar.
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Question 9c
This question differentiated well in the quality of responses, ranging from zero to full marks. It was
quite easy to secure knowledge, application and analysis (KAA) marks by explaining the meaning of
normal and inferior goods. However, gaining evaluation marks proved to be more challenging, though
many achieved this by exploring different types of chocolate and confectionary.
Some candidates confused income elasticity of demand with price elasticity of demand and so
developed irrelevant answers.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 10 out of 10 marks.
The full 6 knowledge, application and analysis marks were awarded (KAA) for defining and explaining
normal and inferior goods, making use of the extract.
The full 4 evaluation marks were awarded for discussion of different brands of chocolate and how people
might switch to lower quality brands in a recession (2 marks). Also, discussion of idea that alternative
fresh bakery products could have increased in price, so causing the switch to chocolate (2 marks).
There is even some credibility in suggesting chocolate is an addictive good and that people may buy for
comfort reasons.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 6 out of 10 marks.
Definition of income elasticity of demand, an inferior good and normal good (1+1+1
marks). Identification that normal goods have a positive and inferior goods a negative
income easticity (1+1 marks). Reference to the extract which suggests chocolate is an
inferior good as quantity demand increased during the recession (1 mark).
A maximum 6 KAA marks achieved. However, no evaluation offered.

Examiner Tip
The term ‘discuss’ means candidates are required
to evaluate. Be prepared to offer up to two
evaluation points in a 10 mark base question.
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Question 9(d)
This question proved to be accessible for the vast majority of candidates and about one-quarter
achieved 10 or more marks. The best answers made effective use of the information provided in
Extract 2 to secure both KAA and evaluation marks.
However, some candidates made the mistake of focusing their efforts on the sugar market rather than
the chocolate and confectionary market.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 14 out of 14 marks.
The full 8 KAA marks were gained by explaining the impact of higher sugar prices
on chocolate in the first two paragraphs, using a relevant diagram.
The full 6 evaluation marks came from the rest of the answer, namely: discussion
on quality of chocolate, the importance of sugar as a percentage of production
costs, the possibility of reducing wage costs, the possibility of raising prices as
(demand) is inelastic and even broader issues such as mergers.
Examiners are usually looking for up to three evaluation points (2+2+2 marks) but
in this case the range of ideas is sufficient to justify full marks.
Examiner Tip
Label the diagram and make explicit
what the market actually is.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieves 10 out of 14 marks.
4 KAA marks secured by diagram (2 marks), recognition that production costs increase
and there are lower profits (1+1 marks).
6 evaluation marks secured by discussion of other more expensive ingredients such as
milk and cocoa as well as the falling price of milk (3 marks); also discussion on whether
confectionary companies could reduce the sugar content or diversify into other goods
(2 marks); reference to price inelastic (demand) so revenue may not fall (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Label the diagram and make explicit what
the market actually is.
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Question 9(e)
This question proved to be quite challenging since it required consideration of market failure in both
the consumption and production of sugar. The best answers offered comments on both and made use
of prompts in the extracts. Although full marks could be secured without diagrammatic analysis, the
best answers tended to show a negative externality production diagram.
Note that some responses offered a negative externality consumption diagram which is not required
by the specification - however, suitable marks were awarded in line with those available for the
production diagram.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 14 out of 14 marks.
The full 8 KAA marks were awarded (4 for diagrammatic analysis and explanation;
1 for definition of external cost, 1 for definition of market failure, 1 for outlining
pressure placed on national health service, 1 for over-consumption and under-pricing).
Note the negative production externality diagram provides sufficient reference to
market failure in the production of sugar to avoid mark cap.
The full 6 evaluation marks were awarded in discussion (magnitude of consumption
- some consumers eat sugar in moderation; other factors could be putting strain on
healthcare such as an ageing population; benefits of sugar in terms of employment
and cheering people up). There is even reference to symmetric information when
discussing the extent of market failure.

Examiner Tip
Always consider the question
requirements - namely the
consumption and production of
sugar. This candidate just about
achieves the full 8 KAA marks
available, but a brief reference
to destruction of the rainforests
and the reduction bio-diversity
would have made it a more
balanced answer.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 10 out of 14 marks.
The full 8 KAA marks were awarded in the first page (4 for diagram and explanation;
1 for definition of market failure, 2 for explanation of impact on rainforests and
biodiversity, 1 for impact on obesity since sugar is key ingredient in unhealthy food).
2 evaluation marks were awarded for discussion of problems in quantifying and
placing a monetary value on the effects of sugar consumption if a government was
to consider taxing it.

Examiner Tip
For the 14 mark base questions, try and offer two
or three evaluation points.
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Question Q10(a)
This was a relatively straight forward introduction to the data response but many candidates
missed out on marks by not defining a national minimum wage or making use of the information
provided. Less than one-fifth of candidates achieved full marks.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Definition of NMW (1 mark) and stating its aim to reduce poverty (1 mark).
Development of idea that workers will be able to buy necessities such as
food and accommodation and that without it they might be paid extremely
low wages, forcing them into extreme poverty (2 marks).

Examiner Tip
Make use of the data, for example, state the level of NMW.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 2 out of 4 marks.
Reference to the idea of the NMW improving the standard of living (implies for low paid)
and that people on the lower wage can afford to purchase more goods (1+1 marks).

Examiner Tip
Define the NMW and refer to actual values from
the information provided.
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Question 10(b)
This was a question that many candidates did not answer properly due to ignoring the instructions.
The key point was to refer to the last paragraph in Extract 2 and consider how government failure
might arise through tax-evading activities, following an increase in the NMW.

Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 6 out of 6 marks.
Definition of government failure (1 mark) and identification of illegal tax
evading activities following the increase in NMW (1 mark).
This involves not recording all cash payments and so firms end up paying lower
taxes like corporation tax (1+1 marks).
It also involves firms not declaring everyone who works for them and so not
recording wage payments, leading to pay at a rate below the NMW (1+1 marks).

Examiner Tip
Follow the question instructions which
directs candidates to tax-evading
activities in the last paragraph of
Extract 2.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 4 out of 6 marks.
Extended definition of government failure (1+1 marks).
This was followed by reference to tax evading activities
such as unrecorded cash payments to employees (1 mark)
and unrecorded cash payments from customers (1 mark).

Examiner Tip
Develop the points further since up to 6 marks are
available. The obvious matters to discuss is the
impact on total government tax revenue and the
exploitation of labour.
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Question 10(c)
There were many excellent answers and over one-third of candidates achieved eight or more marks.
Indeed, maximum marks was quite a common occurance. The application of division of labour
to hairdressing was most impressive in many instances. It also differentiated well with the best
responses offering good evaluative points whereas average answers offered none.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieves 10 out of 10 marks.
Explanation of division of labour (1 mark) and application to hairdressing (1 mark).
Explanation of benefits such as becoming more skilled at a particular task and so increasing
productivity (2 marks), less time and money to train staff (2 marks). Even the idea that
workers have more choice in what they do leading to increased efficiency is linked back to
benefits to the salon and worth marks. However, all 6 KAA marks are already secured.
Evaluation marks are gained in the last two paragraph by considering the limitations of
the division of labour. The candidate refers to monotony from repetition of tasks, leading
to high staff turnover (2 marks) and then considers the problem of interdependency which
might halt the production process through staff absence (2 marks).

Examiner Tip
To evaluate, consider the costs (as well as the benefits)
with these type of questions.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieves 6 out of 10 marks.
Explanation of division of labour (1 mark) and application to hairdressing (1 mark).
Explanation of benefits such as increased efficiency (speed) in production and so fitting
in more customers and possibly raising revenue and profits; reduction in cost and time
to train employees; improved quality of service through workers becoming specialists
in particular tasks and gaining more experience in what they do. This section is worthy
of 2+2+2 marks on its own but only 6 KAA marks are available overall.

Examiner Tip
Offer evaluative comments when instructed by the
question. Large mark base questions are typically
marked in two parts - for KAA and then for evaluation.
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Question 10(d)
This was another question which differentiated well between the quality of responses. Over one-fifth
of candidates achieved ten or more marks. The vast majority of answers included a NMW diagram as
instructed by the question and up to five marks were available for this. However, some did not show
the increase in NMW from one level to another level.
As usual, the best responses made use of the information in the extracts and also introduced further
ideas for developing their evaluation.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 14 out of 14 marks.
An impressive diagram with effective explanation (5 marks) and identifying that increased labour
costs could lead to unemployment in the industry (1+1 marks). Data reference made to the size of
the increase in NMW (1 mark). In total. eight KAA marks are secured.
Good use is made of the text to evaluate for example, the extract suggests that hairdressing is a
growing industry with 5000 more workers in 2008 (2 marks) and that just 27% of staff are paid the
NMW anyway, so the increase will have a limited effect (2 marks).
The candidate explores other limitations such as many staff being trainees where the NMW does not
apply and discussion of the actual increase in NMW (1+2 marks). Clearly, all the evaluation marks
are achieved even before considering the issue of elasticity of demand at the end of the answer
which is worthy of awarding up to 2 marks. In total, six evaluation marks are secured.

Examiner Tip
Be prepared to use the extract information in helping to develop
your answer. This candidate has done it to good effect.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieves 12 out of 14 marks.
An impressive diagram with effective explanation (5 marks) and identifying that higher labour
costs might force firms into cutting other costs such as staffing and so some hairdressers become
unemployed (1+1 marks). In total, seven KAA marks are secured.
Good use is made of the text to evaluate, for example, many staff are trainees and so the NMW does
not apply (2 marks); then a new idea is discussed concerning the wage elasticity of demand for labour
- linked to the demand for the final product (3 marks). In total, five evaluation marks are secured.

Examiner Tip
Always label diagrams and provide a simple explanation of them.
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Question 10(e)
Many candidates struggled with explaining economic factors that inﬂuence the supply of labour. Some
responses also misread the question, discussing demand factors whilst others went on to consider
determinants of supply to various occupations rather than sticking to one occupation as instructed
in the question. Evaluation also proved to be a challenge to many. Just over one-tenth of candidates
achieved ten or more marks.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 14 out of 14 marks.
Explanation of factors which inﬂuence supply of labour to hairdressing for example, an
increase in income tax, an increase in provision of training courses, the impact of trade
unions and migration ﬂows (2+2+2+2 marks). In total, all eight KAA marks are secured.
Evaluation points include discussions on the length of the training period to qualify
as a hairdresser, the limited inﬂuence of trade unions, the low proportion of migrants
entering the trade and finally the high take up of people into higher education
(2+2+1+1 marks). In total, all six evaluation marks are secured.

Examiner Tip
Integrate evaluation points into the explanation of
each factor since the overall answer reads much
better and it is easier to recall the argument.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate achieved 8 out of 14 marks.
Explanation of factors inﬂuencing supply of labour to car manufacturing,
for example, education and training required, income tax, benefits and
perks such as a pension (2+2+2+2 marks).
No evaluation offered.
Examiner Tip
Offer evaluative comments on high mark base questions.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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